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The purpose of this dissertation is to determine a 
pricing policy which will optimize profits for an organiza­
tion in which:
1 . Several products are produced at the same 
plant that has a limit on its capacity.
2 . The products are distributed through regional 
sales areas with different demand characteris­
tics, some of which are other than purely com­
petitive .
3. Cost and production functions are known.
The value of such a policy is shown in a statement 
the author has heard from several executives whose respon­
sibilities include both the sales and manufacturing func­
tions of a firm. The quote is:
"A salesman gives away more over a cup of coffee than 
a manufacturing man can save in a year."
The basis for this statement is that the salesman, by es­
tablishing prices or negotiation, reduces the revenue much 
more than manufacturing costs can be reduced. The 2%-10- 
net 30 sales terms which are common business practice is 
an example. An equivalent reduction of 2% in total manu­
facturing costs of a product would be a Herculean task.
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Pricing policy operates on the strategic factor 
when the goal is to improve profits. A typical firm, oper­
ating in monopolistic competition might have the following
Income Statement:
Sales $50,000,000
Cost of Sales 42,000,000
Gross Profit $ 8 ,000,000
Other Expenses 6 ,000,000
Net Profit before Taxes $ 2 ,000,000
A one percent increase in Sales to $50 ,500,000
would increase Net Profit before Taxes by $500,000 if other 
factors remain constant. If prices and a change in product 
mix were all that was required to obtain the revenue in­
crease, it is likely that Cost of Goods Sold and Other Ex­
penses would remain relatively constant. The result would 
be a 25% increase in profit as a result of a 1% increase 
in revenue. For these reasons, the author feels that the 
establishment of a pricing policy is indeed a most signifi­
cant contribution to the state of the art of scientific v 
management.
Determination of a policy differs from system 
theory. Systems theory is a study in which the researcher 
attempts to optimize a model which will be as generally 
applicable as possible. Policy determination is a study 
in which the researcher attempts to adapt the systems 
theory approach to a specific problem, the result of which 
will define operating policy for an organization.
A major difference between systems theory and
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policy determination is the requirement on input data.
The data necessary to determine policy must be available 
to the user. Also, the cost of obtaining this dita must 
not outweigh the savings that are realized through the 
application of the policy. An example of model optimiza­
tion, which would not suffice as operating policy because 
input data is not available, is found in queueing theory. 
Here the cost of waiting is balanced against the cost of 
providing additional service. Unfortunately, the cost of 
waiting is not easily quantified. It is, therefore, 
necessary for an educated and experienced researcher to 
reduce the theory to operating policy.
Another major difference between systems theory 
and policy determination is selection of the criteria by 
which optimization will be judged. If, in fact, the model 
is to be used for policy determination this criterion must 
be in accord with the goals of the organization in which 
the policy is to be applied. An example of systems theory 
which may not be suitable for establishing policy is min­
imizing forecasting error by the least squares technique. 
If an organization's goal was to minimize the costs re­
sulting from forecast error, least squares would only be 
applicable if the costs varied as the square of the fore­
casting error.
The criteria for the selection of independent var­
iables through which optimization may be achieved is more
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constraining to the researcher who is determining policy. 
These variables must be easily maneuvered and understood 
by the organization which is to adopt the policy. An 
example of not selecting a suitable independent variable 
for optimization would be found in inventory theory. If 
the inventory model were optimized using the reorder point 
as an independent variable, the system could not be applied 
as an operating policy in an organization where the amount 
of goods in inventory could not be determined.
The actual construction of the model will also de­
pend on the intention of the researcher. If one's aim is 
to develop system theory with no specific application in­
tentions, the researcher would strive to achieve a high 
degree of generality. But, in order to make his model 
generally applicable, he must abstract from the particular 
problems of policy users. This approach is very natural 
and clearly desirable; however, the results of such an 
analysis is rarely applicable, but rather provides the 
theory by which operating policy can be developed.
The model constructed by the researcher intent on 
developing operating policy must be specifically tailored 
and adapted to the specific situation and individual prob­
lem which is to be investigated. These two requirements, 
generality and speciality, are diametrically opposed and 
hence affect model construction. An example of a gener­
alized model which is not applicable to an operating policy
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would be a pricing policy which equates marginal revenue 
and marginal cost. A model of this type is studied in 
detail and determined not applicable as operating policy 
in the next chapter.
In the remainder of this dissertation the reader 
will be led through a brief review of classical economic 
theory which is relevant to the author's problem. Four 
specific problems will then be presented along with solu­
tions which were found in the literature. The problems 
were selected because of their relation to the problem 
solved in this dissertation. The author will then show 
the shortcomings of the problems as either not applicable 
to the development of operating policy or not specific 
enough to simulate the real environment. A pricing policy 
will then be developed through the following steps:
1 . Identification of the properties of the system.
2 . Constructing a model.
3 * Selecting independent variables which will de­
fine the policy.
k. Optimizing the model with respect to the inde­
pendent variables.
5 - Determining the applicability of the results.
In Chapters III and IV profit maximization models 
are developed and optimized. The models developed in 
Chapter III assumes that the quantity demanded at a parti­
cular price is known with certainty. Hence, these models 
are called Deterministic Models. The models developed in
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Chapter IV considers the quantity demanded at a particular 
price to be a random variable. These models are entitled 
Probabilistic Models
Chapter V starts with a discussion of the relation­
ships between model sophistication and the characteristics 
of organizations. These relationships dictate the level of 
model sophistication which would result in efficient policy. 
It is then determined that the models developed in Chapters 
111 and IV have too high a degree of sophistication to be 
applicable in most organizations. The optimum price formu­
lations developed in Chapter 111 are then explored to deter­
mine policys with lower degrees of sophistication.
Numerical examples are presented in Chapter VI to 
demonstrate the salient points previously developed. The 
dissertation is concluded with a discussion of conclusions 
and suggestions for continuing research.
CHAPTER II
CLASSICAL THEORY
The development of classical theory of the firm 
describes rational actions of an entrepreneur who:
1 . Purchases inputs with which he produces out­
puts .
2 . Determines how much is to be spent on inputs.
3. Allocates this total amount among various in­
puts .
4 . Determines how much of each input will be
allocated to each type of output.
5. Determines how much of each output the firm
will produce.
6 . Attempts to make these decisions so as to
maximize his profits.
The study of how these decisions are made will require the 
development of three concepts - production function, cost 
function, and price function.
The concept of a production function can be devel­
oped by considering a firm in which n inputs are used,
(X^,X„,...X ), to produce m products, (Z ,Z ,...Z ).X XI JL  ̂ in
Decisions on inputs and outputs can not be made indepen­
dently, i.e., when j levels, j is less than m and n,
of X. and Z. are selected, the choices of the levels of 1 1
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the remaining X's and Z's are thereby restricted.
This interdependence of the input and output levels is
summarized in the production function. If x. and z.^ 1 1
represent the levels of and respectively, the
production function can be represented as
H ( , X g , ...,x^ ,z ̂ , ...,z^) = 0
The cost function must express the cost of each 
specified level and mix of production. Micro-economic 
Theorists represent this cost as
C = u^x^ + UgXg + ... + u^x^ + Cp
where u^ = unit price of input x^
and Cp = fixed cost of the firm.
The demand function is a representation of the re­
lationship between selling price and demand quantity. This 
relationship is very much affected by the competitive struc­
ture of the market. Economists have classified industries 
or groups of firms into classifications depending on the 
nature of the competitive structure of the market. The 
three classifications of interest in this paper are defined 
below :
a) Pure Competition - a firm is operating under 
conditions of pure competition where
1 ) a large number of firms make up the in­
dustry, none of which is large enough to 
affect the selling price by either enter­
ing or leaving the market.
2 ) the products produced are identical.
3) entry or exit into the industry is not 
artifically burdened.
b) Pure Monopoly - a firm is operating under 
conditions of pure monopoly if it is the 
sole producer of some product which has no 
substitutes and the firm faces no imminent 
threat of competitors.
c) Monopolistic Competition - this is a market 
structure very similar to pure competition 
except the products are differentiated in 
the mind of the consumer.
The demand function reveals the relationship of 
demand for a certain product with price, all other micro 
and macro-economic factors are considered constant. If 
p^ represents the price of product i and the quan­
tity demanded, the demand function is:
= f(Pj^)
A useful characteristic of the demand function is the price 
elasticity of demand,
C = _ la £
d dp q
6^ is the negative ratio of the percentage change in quan­
tity demanded to the percentage change in price.
Under conditions of pure competition, each firm is 
insignificant and hence can not affect the selling price. 
Such a demand curve is said to be perfectly elastic since
is infinite. However, it is only under the restrictive 
definitions of pure competition that an entrepreneur can 
not affect his demand by price manipulation. Pure competi­
tion is virtually non-existent.
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With the above excerpts from classical economic 
theory as a foundation, the author will present several 
problems and solutions by various authors in the field.
Baumol's Model
Baumol [3 j discusses profit maximization for a firm with
multiple inputs and outputs where limits are placed on the
inputs. Baumol states:
For a profit-maximizing decision which takes multiple 
commodities into account we have a marginal rule;
Any limited input should be allocated between the two 
outputs in such a way that the marginal profit yield 
of each input in the production of each output is 
equal for all constraining input-output combinations.
Although not explicitly demonstrated, the reason­
ing behind this is straightforward. If the rule above is 
violated, the firm can increase its profits by diverting 
some portion of a scarce resource from an output where a 
lower return is realized to another output with a higher 
return.
Henderson and Quandt's Model
Henderson and Quandt [9] solve several maximiza­
tion models, the most relevant of which will be discussed 
here. The model, constrained revenue maximization, has 
the following characteristics:
1 . The firm manufactures two products, , and .
2 . There is one limited input, .
3. Prices are fixed, i.e., purely competitive 
market.
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The firms revenue can be expressed as:
R = + P2fl2 - X°
Undetermined Otherwise 
where: R = revenue
= price for output i i = 1,2
q^ = demand for output i i = 1 , 2
h(q ,q ) = explicit solution of production function
H(q^,q2,x)
X = limited resource
X° = maximum level of limited resource
The solution of this model requires the use of the Lagrange 
multiplier.
W  = p ^ q ^  + P g q g  + A  [ x ° - h ( q ^ , q 2 ]





= X° - h(q^,qg) = 0 
The necessary conditions for optimization are:
li
"l ’ *’2
and X° = h ( q^ , q^ )
Henderson and Quandt also show that the sufficient 
condition is that h(q^,q2,x) be concave from below.
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Mahoney's Model
Edward A. Mahoney presented an empirical solution 
to the profit maximization problem in "Marketing Strategy- 
A Case History," [l4]. Major deviations from the above 
two models are:
1 . Multiple region demand differences are recog­
nized .
2 . Price-quantity relationships are considered.
Mahoney estimates demand at various prices by mea­
suring market penetration at various prices. Market pene­
tration is the portion of the total demand held by the 
firm. An acceptable second order curve fit was found re­
lating market penetration with price. When this technique 
was applied to thirty different sales regions it was found 
that the regions fell into two distinct groups - sensitive 
and insensitive. Market penetration in price sensitive 
areas varied from .30 to .10 with a 10% price variation. 
Insensitive areas showed variation of only .12 to .10 with 
the same price change. This realization simplified calcu­
lations since only two regression curves were required and 
each region was classified as sensitive or insensitive.
Mr. Mahoney then used enumeration to evaluate the 
company's various pricing policies. Total company profits 
were established by:
1 . Determining market penetration at given prices 
in sensitive and insensitive regions.
2 . Multiplying this market penetration by estimated
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industry sales in the different regions to 
obtain total sales.
3. Subtracting cost of sales to obtain profit.
The following table shows the results of the above 
calculations for various prices. The prices are ficticious 
but representative.
TABLE 1
RESULTS OF MAHONEY'S MODEL 
"PROFIT IN DOLLARS"
Prices in Insensitive Regions
IQ
0 S4.80 $4.90 85.00 85.10 85.20 85.30•HMQ)a $4.80 1 2 2 125 127 130 126 124
a)>•H $4.90 123 127 130 133 128 126-P•HIQfi S5 .00 1 2 1 123 126 128 124 123DW
fl $ 5 - 1 0 119 1 2 0 1 2 2 123 1 2 1 1 2 0
IQ
0 $5.20 118 119 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 119
■H
$5.30 117 118 119 1 2 0 119 118
The author feels that the above approach to price
determination is an excellent example of problem solving in 
the face of insufficient information.
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Mills' Model
Edwin S. Mills [l?] introduces the concept of 
demand as a random variable. The model maximizes profit 
for an organization distributing one product in one re­
gion. The model is constructed as follows:
1 . The level of demand, q, is represented as:
q = G ( p ) + u
where G(p) is the mean demand at price p 
and u is random variation with density 
function f(u).
2 . The production level for the product is z.
3. Revenue, R, can be represented as
pq
R(z,p) = /
pz q ~ z
V >
z-G(p) '
E(R(z,p)) = f pqf(u) du + pz f(u)du
-00 z-G(p)
z-G(p)
= p / (G(p)+u) f(u)du + pz f(u)du
z-G(p)
z-G(p) z-G(p)
= pG(p) / f(u)du + p / uf(u)du + pz I f(u)du
— 00 —00 z-G(p)
z-G(p)




= pG(p) - p / ( u - z + G ( p ) ) f ( u ) d u  
z-G(p)
CO
if D(z,p) = / ( u - z + G ( p ) ) f u d u
z-G(p )
E(R) = pG(p) - pD(p,z)
profit, 7T, can then be expressed as
TT ~ R(z,p) - C(z)
where C(z) is the cost function, i.e., C(z) shows the 
cost for any level of output.
E(7T ) = E(R(z,p)) - E(C(z))
= pG(p) - pD(z,p) - C(z)
Since price affects revenues only, maximization can be 
achieved by first maximizing revenue with respect to price 
for any level of output, then maximize profits with respect 
to z. When this procedure is accomplished, the necessary 
condition for maximization is
F(z - X(p)) = P - C'(%)
Expressed in words this means the firm's output policy 
should make the- probability of a shortage equal to the 
ratio of marginal cost to price.
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Model Evaluation
It is now necessary to compare each of the above 
models with the criteria established in Chapter I for 
operating policy. These criteria are:
1 . Data Availability - The required input data 
must be available and capable of economical 
assembly.
2 . Criterion Desirability - The criterion 
selected as the measure of optimality must 
be in accord with organization goals.
3. Variable Maneuverability - The independent 
variable which determines the necessary 
condition for optimization must be easily 
maneuverable and understood by the organi­
zation which is going to adopt the policy.
4 . Model Practicality - The model must be 
constructed so as to reflect practical 
circumstances or is it too general for 
policy determination.
Marginal profit yield for each input, the neces­
sary input data for Baumol's model, is not available from 
accounting records in most firms. Henderson and Quandt's 
model requires an explicit, continuous production function 
and the limiting level of input. These are either avail­
able or easily obtained. Mahoney's model requires a de­
mand function for insensitive and sensitive sales regions, 
a method of classifying each sales region as either sensi­
tive or insensitive, an estimate of total industry sales 
in each region and a production function for establishing 
cost of sales for different levels and mix of output. An 
illustration of this availability is General Electric
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Company's application of Mr- Mahoney's model as policy. 
Mills' model requires the probability density function of 
shortages for different price-production level combina­
tions and the production function. The probability den­
sity function, although obtainable from the same data as 
Mr. Mahoney's model, may not be economically feasible to 
obtain.
The only acceptable criteria for determining op­
timality in the opinion of the author is profit maximiza­
tion. Any other criteria such as revenue maximization or 
cost minimization has the inherent danger of suboptimiza­
tion. The models of Baumol, Mahoney and Mills are profit
maximization models; Henderson's and Quandt's model is
revenue optimization.
The independent variable used to determine neces­
sary conditions for optimization for the models discussed 
in this chapter arer
1 . Marginal profit yield for each input in 
Baumol's model.
2 . Price in Henderson and Quandt’s model.
3 . Price in Mahoney's model.
4 . Probability of shortage in Mill's model.
Price is the only variable which satisfies the 
author's criteria for operating policy; it is easily maneu­
verable and understood by the organization adopting the 
policy.
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In the author's opinion, a model which does not 
recognize multiple sales regions, multiple products and 
demand-price relationships is too general for adoption 
as operating policy. The only model that recognizes all 
of these features is Mr. Mahoney's.
The above discussion of the applicability of each 
model as operating policy is summarized in the following 
table.
TABLE 11
Applicability of Models as Operating Policy
Author of Model
Criteria for Henderson &
Operating Policy Baumol Quandt Mahoney Mills
Data Availability 0 X X 0
Criterion Desirability X 0 X X
Variable Maneuverability 0 X X 0
Model Practicality 0 0 X 0
X - applicable 
0 - not applicable
The results of this comparison are not surprising 
since only Mr. Mahoney designed his model for application. 
In the following chapters the author will apply the general 
theory of Baumol, Henderson, Quandt and Mills to developing 
operating policy. The first step in this development is to 
construct and optimize the Deterministic Models.
CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF DETERMINISTIC MODELS
In this chapter two models with a common charac­
teristic, deterministic relationship between price and 
demand, will be constructed and optimized.
Model I
The properties of this model are:
1 . A firm produces n products and has a limit
of K hours of production capacity.
2 . The products are distributed through m re­
gional sales areas- The demand function, 
f^j, for each product-sales region combina­
tion is known and deterministic. Where
f . . is a function of p. . and q . ., the ij ij iJ
price and quantity respectively of product 
j which will be distributed in region i 
where
i — 1,2,...,m j — 1,2,...,n
3 . The cost function for the plant is:
n m
Total Cost = Cp, + y ( Cj y  q^j l
j=l i=l
where
Cp, = fixed cost 
19
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C . = variable cost per unit for
 ̂ product j
q. . = quantity demanded of product
j in region i
i — 1^2^###^m j — 1^2^#*#^n
4 . The production function for the plant is
m n
Total Production Hours = (
i =:1
r . = production rate of product j
in hours/unit
i = lf2^«*»^m j — 1^2j«’>»5n
A model must now be constructed. The criterion 
which will define optimality shall be profit. The indepen­
dent variable through which optimality will be achieved 
shall be the price.
The model can be stated as follows:
Maximize / [ , \ (p. .-C . ) q. .] -C )















q. ■+ ^-C J + A  r .
d(f. . )




àX "j%ij - *
J 1
For Linear Demand functions:
“ij = « i j  + A j  Pij
(II)
dp ij
Substitute into equation set (I) and equate to zero:
à F 
ôPij = 0
'■ij = - (
«  ij - A  jCj + 1 '•j A  j
A IJ
Pij =
1 \= - -:;r( ^ - C . + A r . )
ij
Substitute p . . into equation II: ij
^  ■'ĵ ‘'̂ij + AjPij' = K
Z A
a  , fi , ^ i j  - A j C j  - A j )







ij ' 2 /  ' ij^j 2 " J ij




J 1 J 1 J 1
+ i A j
A  = J 1
"jCXij
.1 1
2 / / •-/ A j
J 1
Hence the optimum price for any product region combination 
can be calculated from:





2 / / J ' ij
j 1
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No te: ±j will be assumed negative as the problem is
formulated because almost all demand functions will have 
a negative slope.
Model II
The properties of this model are the same as Model 
I except an additional restriction is added. This restric­
tion is that a price must be established for each product,
i.e., price discrimination between regions is not allowed. 
The model is now stated as :
Maximize
J 1












for linear demand functions:
fij = « i j  H- /G.j p.
Define :
(X. = ) OCJ / IJ ■ J / IJ p .  - IJ
1
Then :
d(> f . .)
“' ’j
'A
substitute into equation set I and equate to zero: 
■|;£ = 0 = q . + < P j - C j ) / ? j  + A r .  /?.
°  = “ j *






) j—1 ,2 ,...,n
substitute p^ into equation II and equate to zero:
- K
0 =
2~y*' J A j  - K  + g ^ T j C X j  + 2 j C j f j
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__________ J______________ J_________
Hence p^ for any product can be calculated from:
j
In this chapter two models have been constructed 
and optimized. Both models have the characteristic that 
the quantity demanded is known with certainty for each 
price. The results of these m o d e ^  are extensively applied 
later in this dissertation. The reader should be aware of 
the assumptions inherent in the optimum price formulations 
of Models I and II. Of particular importance is the assump­
tion of a linear demand. In the next chapter this assump­
tion will be relaxed so that the quantity demanded becomes 
a random variable.
CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT OF PROBABILISTIC MODELS
In this chapter two models will be constructed. 
These models have the common characteristic that the 
price-demand relationship is not known with certainty.
Model III 
The properties of this model are:
1. A firm produces n product and has a 
limit of K hours of production capacity,
2. The products are distributed through m 
regional sales regions. The demand for 
each product-region combination is repre­
sented by:
i —
= f . . ( p . . )  + II..
"J j = 1,2..... n
q. . = quantity of product j demanded 
in region i.
f. .(p. .) = mean quantity demanded of product
j in region i.
yu . . = random variation of demand of pro- 
duct j in region i.
3- The cost function for the firm is:
n





Cp = fixed cost
Cj = variable cost per unit for product j 
zj = scheduled production of product j
z . . = scheduled production for product j
in region i
4. The production function for the plant is
n
Total Production Hours = ) r z .
J J
j--l
j ~ 1 ,2 ,...,n
r . = production rate of product j in
hours per unit
The expected profit for the firm can be expressed
as follows where profit and revenue are expressed as 7T
and R respectively.
E( /r ) = E(R - C)
E(7T) = E(R) - E(C)
The expected value of cost is
n
E(C) = E(Cp - ^  CjZj)
j=l
n
= "f - X !
j=l
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The expected value of revenue is more difficult to 
construct. This will be accomplished by constructing the 
expected value of revenue for a particular product and 
summing over all products. With the properties as defined 
above for the probabilistic model, it is possible for de­
mand ,
) q. - , to be greater or less than production, z., for /  ̂J J
i
any product. For the first case, ^  « z^, the
i
revenue will be ) p. .q. . since the total demand can be
i
be satisfied. It is noteworthy that this does not require 
that the production intended for a particular region must 
be sold in that region. The only requirement is that the 
total demand for all regions is less than or equal to the 
production for that product.
An expression now must be obtained for revenue
when > q. . z.. This requires that the model explain
' ij J
i
how the scarce resource will be distributed throughout the 
i regions. Several methods of allocation could be sug­
gested.
1. Allocate such that revenue will be maximized.
2. Allocate according to the forecast. Forecast
is the planned production for any region, z^j
30
The firm will not, indeed can not, allocate the scarce pro­
duct in any rational manner. The allocation will be dic­
tated by the sequence in which the demands are received, as 
the firm will not know beforehand that its production of a 
particular product is insufficient to satisfy the demand. 
Since no rational manner of allocation can be determined, 
allocation according to forecast will be used since its re­
presentation is less complex. For this case the revenue
will be
The revenue for a particular product, j, is then;
" j
R = R





'‘"j*"/ “ i J '
z . J
s ince








where S = \  u .^ / x j  
i
expanding and simplifying the first term











[ y  g(s)ds
- oc
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The last term in this expression is not integrable
I.in closed form since to do so requires expressing i
as a function of S.
Note that if price did not vary with the sales re­
gion the last term may be expressed as:
S g(S)dS
- oo
since ^  Pjfij = /'ij ' "j"
This leads directly to Model IV.
Model IV
Model IV has the same properties as Model III ex­
cept price discrimination among regions is not allowed. 
The expected value of profit for the firm is:
E i J T )  = E(R - C)
= E(R) - E(C)
and E(C) = E(Cp C , z J
j
.z. /  J J
- Z  V j
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After the argument put forth for Model III the 
revenue for the jth product may be expressed as:
R . J
Pj ) Sij
R R . J






This can be restated as
E(R) = ) <
j
I






or by expanding the first term and substitution S= ^
, - - T
E(R) = ̂  Pj< j [ ^  (fij(Pj) + g(S)dS
>00
OC











I+ [> %ij][ g(S)dS]
=j- )
. - E
I(p.) = \ [ Zjj - ^  fij(Pj) - s] g(S)d(S)
-  oc
^  Pj -  K P j )  /
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Note that l(p^) has a physical meaning. It is 
the expected amount of inventory remaining after the de­
mand has been satisfied.
Therefore, the expected profits for the firm may 
be expressed as:
e (7T) =
The problem can then be stated as:
Maximize / \ p. [ z. - I(p.) ] ^  J J J C.z ) J J '
Subject to : z .r < K J J
Note that neither the cost function nor the capac­
ity constraint contain any p^ terms. The maximization 
can, therefore, be accomplished by maximizing the expected 
value of revenue with respect to the p's for any combina­
tion of z's and then maximizing the profit subject to the 
capacity constraint with respect to the z's.




where I ' (p . ) -
à (Kp,))
The solution of the following n implicit equations
will determine the optimum price for each product, p*j, as
a function of the z.'s.J
Z  "'j "''"'j' - z
0 = ) P * ̂ I'(p*J - ) I(p*j) j=l,2,...,n
The problem can now be represented as
Maximize \  p*. [z. - I(p*.)] - \ C.z.
y J J J / J »3
J
Subject to: ) z^r^ 2 K
j
By forming the following Lagrange function optimiza­
tion can be achieved:
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L(Ï,À) = ^  P'j - Cp C.z.+ ;i[^)^ r.z.-K]
j
Ü -  = - p 'j + [^J - ^<P*j”  - CjSj * Ar-j-j
j - 1 ,2 , ...,11
è L
By equating these expressions to zero and solving, 
the optimum z ’s can be obtained. These z*'s can be 
used in the p * functions to obtain optimum prices for 
each product. Although this model can theoretically be 
solved, the actual solution is very difficult. The author 
attempted to solve a two product-two region example, simi­
lar to the example shown in Chapter VI. Even for this 
simple case the solution of the Zy’s would have required 
solving two simultaneous fifth order equations.
Probabilistic and deterministic models have now 
been constructed and optimized. In Chapter V these models 
will be examined to determine if they are applicable as a 
basis for operating policy.
CHAPTER V 
DETERMINATION OF POLICY
Within the preceding two chapters of this disser­
tation the author has progressed through the first four 
steps of policy determination for three different models. 
The steps are :
1. Identification of the properties of the 
system.
2. Selecting independent variables which will 
define the policy.
3 . Constructing a model.
4. Optimizing the model with respect to the 
independent variables.
The last step in determination of policy remains - deter­
mine the applicability of the policy. The applicability 
of the policy will depend upon the individual characteris­
tics of the using organization.
The discussion of the interface between a parti­
cular organization and operating policy designed for that 
organization can best be presented with reference to Figure 
,.1. The Figure represents the costs incurred by an organi­
zation which performs a necessary service for the firm but 







Degree of Model Sophistication 
Figure 1.--Policy Effectiveness
goal of the organization would be to perform the service 
while incurring a minimum cost. An example of such an 
organization would be the management of inventories. The 
horizontal line, A, represents the cost of providing the 
service with the current policy or lack of policy. The 
curve entitled future cost represents the present value of 
the cost of providing the service for different levels of 
model sophistication. This future cost will vary inversely 
with the degree of sophistication. The curve entitled in­
stallation cost represents the present value of the cost 
of developing, installing and maintaining the model which 
will determine policy. The curve entitled total cost is the 
sum of the other curves. The degrees of sophistication
shown, x^ and x ', are important parameters in developing
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operating policy. x ' is the degree of sophistication 
which will result in no reduction in the total cost to 
the firm. Effective policy will be defined as any pol­
icy resulting from a model with a degree of sophistica­
tion below X '. X is the degree of sophisticationra
which will result in the minimum total cost for the firm.
Efficient policy will be defined as policy resulting from
a model with x level of sophistication, m
The shape of the curves in Figure 1 are peculiar 
to the personality of the firm and the organization. Al­
though not quantifiable, the concept of effective and 
efficient policy must be apparent to the researcher who 
is intent on establishing operating policy.
A very significant influence upon the shape of the 
curves in Figure 1 is what the author calls the level of 
competence of the firm. This is in general the degree to 
which the firm is capable of applying scientific manage­
ment techniques. The level of competence of the firm de­
pends on such things as :
1. The interest of top management in scientific 
principles.
2. The ability of the firm and using organiza­
tion to adapt to change.
3. The capability of the organization to adopt 
and apply new policy.
It is of significant importance that while the
level of competence of a firm is a characteristic of the
firm, it depends on the individuals within the firm. Since
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these individuals have the ability to learn and adapt to 
a changing environment, the shapes of the curves in Figure 
1 will change with time as scientific management principles 
are applied. These changes will affect both the future 
cost curve and the installation cost curve. The future 
cost curve will shift downward as the users of the new pol­
icy learn new methods of reducing costs. The installation 
cost curve will also shift downward as the user’s resis­
tance to change decreases. The result of these shifts will 
move to the right, representing higher levels of model
sophistication. This phenomenon is similar to the well- 
known theory of manufacturing progress function.
The above concepts are the basis for a cardinal 
rule of the researcher who attempts to establish policy - 
s t art s impie. In the author's opinion, the model used for 
the establishment of operating policy should never reach 
an degree of sophistication. But rather, the model
should be improved as the firm's level of competence in­
creases , in a manner such that x^ is approached but never 
achieved. This approach to policy determination is suggested 
since the researcher should be at least as greatly concerned 
with the cultivation of the firm’s level of competence as 
with the sophistication of the model.
If the input information is available from the 
firm’s historical records and the firm's level of competence 
is compatible, any of the three models which were optimized
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in Chapters III and IV of this dissertation could be 
adopted as operating policy. Unfortunately, very few if 
any firms have the above characteristics. In other words, 
the degree of sophistication of all of the models is too 
high. The researcher must then adapt the concepts of these 
models to the degree of competence of the firm with the 
hopes of increasing the sophistication of the model as the 
firm adapts to scientific management.
In order to establish pricing policy with a lower 
level of sophistication, the optimum price formulations 
for Model I and Model II will be explored. The optimum 
price for Model I is:
The optimum price for Model II is :
Pj 2 ^ j  + 2 2
It is interesting to note that these optimum price 
formulations have three distinct components:
1. - - This component depends on the com-
ponents of the demand function and will be 
referred to as the demand component of price,
2. C/2 - This component depends on the vari­
able manufacturing costs of the products and
will be referred to as the cost component of
price.
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3. r , A ./2 - This component depends on the char­
acteristics of the manufacturing process and 
will be referred to as the manufacturing com­
ponent of price.
Demand Component of Price 
The demand component of price is the only component 
which is influenced by the demand characteristics of the 
different sales regions. Any advantage a firm may enjoy by 
practicing price discrimination must be the result of the 
demand characteristic of price. It would be interesting to 
estimate the increase in profits one might expect if price 
discrimination is allowed. The procedure for obtaining 
this estimate will be to subtract the maximum profit which 
would result from the prices determined in Model II from 
the maximum profit obtainable if Model I were applied.
From the equation for optimum price in Model I
Pij = - f  ^X J
The quantity demanded in region i is
lij = Pij
or on substitution
!' - j-J . _ ’’,1
= |(a. . H. Cj - r . /?_ A )
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The variable cost for producing units is
C = C. (q. .)
c .
Total profit resulting from the application of 
Model I is :
= ) ) PijSij - ; ) CjSij-  \
j 1 j 1
CXi i L l i & i  r P - i . i  ’’ .1 A . i  ’' . j Æ . l A
ij





J 1 J 1 J 1
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j i J 1
J 1 J 1
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J 1 J 1 J 1
By the same procedure the maximum profit obtain­




c . (X .J J
^  ‘' / A  - ) ]  A j
+ ) r j ^  " 2<^)^CjCKj+^Tcj /]j+J^C.r.
If the equation for subtracted from the




If the parameters, (X and J2, of the demand 
functions can be estimated, the increase in maximum pro­
fits can be determined. However, even if an exact deter­
mination of (X and is not feasible information can be 
drawn from the above expression. The physical meaning of 
CX is the demand for the product if no price is charged 
-- How many can be given away? The parameter is re­
flective of the amount of competition in the regions. If 
the market is highly competitive, J2 is small and vice 
versa. The difference in maximum profits increases great­
ly if OC / J2 changes among regions. An example of a pro­
duct which would have this characteristic would be air 
conditioners which are distributed throughout the country. 
Ideal conditions for price discrimination are that the 
regions with the greatest demands be highly competitive. 
Since this is generally true, competition is greater in 
regions with large demands, the salient market character­
istic which makes price discrimination attractive is dif­
ferences in total demand among regions.
Although the entrepreneur might have a feeling for 
the relative size of (X for different regions, estimating 





CX ■ ■If ^  were constant for all regions say (X . ./ /} - . =e
/Jij J
then
TTz-TTjj - - \  « j '
= ■ f  2 _  ' °^o '  “ j ’
j
0.
If OC/JJ is constant for all regions, no increase 
in profits can result from price discrimination. Since 
demands are considered a linear function of price in both 
Model 1 and Model 11, a simple test can be derived to de­
termine if price discrimination can increase the maximum 
profits possible to a firm.
^ij ~ ^
A j  P i j
" PiJ
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Therefore, if [ ( q ^ ^ / ^  ) "P j ] is constant for 
all regions, price discrimination will not increase maxi­
mum profits.
The above test is quite powerful since it does not 
require a determination of the demand function. The only 
requirement is that the demand function can be represented 
by some arbitrary linear function with a known slope. How­
ever, the mere fact that profit potential can be increased 
is of little importance to the entrepreneur unless he also 
has some policy by which he can realize an increase in pro­
fits.
Consider an ordered array of the optimum price 
formulas under Model I for one product and k regions. 
Since only one product is considered the j subscripts are 
ignored. C represents the cost component and manufactur­




The subscripts l,m and k denote the maximum, median and 
minimum optimum price respectively.
If a median price, P, around which the regional 
prices will be established and a pric'î range, /\ , the max­
imum price discrimination among regions can be determined, 
a method of determining regional prices can be established 
such that if P=p^ and /\=p^-p^, the prices will be opti­
mum .
where P ' = new price
It can be demonstrated that p '  ̂ is optimum if
P=p and A =p . -p, m 1 k
T  ' Tp . - P + A  ---   —  i = l,2 ,...,m,...,k
A '  fi-
If A = Pi -
A
- 1  ^ i \
P A  A
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P . '  P .
CX m _ 1 / CX m CX i ■
"/? '  " / ?  /~ m / m / 1
(X i + c
= (optimum price)
This procedure allows a firm to enter into price
discrimination without estimating the demand function since
the slope of the demand function can be estimated any time
D  ^ithe price is changed and (X i/ /J ± = —  - p . The median
iprice, P , can be estimated as the industry wide average 
price. A  must be established by management, however,
political considerations might well dictate the range of 
price discrimination even if enough information were avail­
able to determine optimum prices using Model I. The appeal 
of this method of establishing prices lies in the fact that 
the input parameters, P and A, are easily understood by 
the entrepreneur, while CX and J3 are not understood un­
less one has a mathematical background.
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Cost Component of Price
The cost component of price, C^/2 , is affected 
only by the variable cost of manufacturing the product. 
Consider again the optimum price formulation for Model II:
^  + -f - ^
If manufacturing capacity is not a constraint, 
this can be reduced to:
''j  ̂ ^  ^
It appears that a demand function could be formu­
lated such that optimum profits would require selling a 
product at less than its variable manufacturing cost. For 
this to be the case
' j  >
a
3
lince y? is assumed negative
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is the reduction in demand resulting from
an increase of C^ in the price. The inequality shows 
that in order to sell at less than the variable manufactur­
ing cost, the demand function must be such that the reduc­
tion in demand resulting from an increase in price equiva­
lent to the variable manufacturing cost is greater than the 
demand if no price is charged. In other words the product 
is such that if a price equivalent to C^ was charged, 
none could be sold. This is clearly an unrealistic case, 
therefore, the optimum price formulation will never result 
in a price less than the variable manufacturing cost.
The fact that optimum price is a function of vari­
able manufacturing costs is interesting since the "cost 
plus" pricing policy is prevalent in business. The "cost 
plus" policy can be described as:
p j = C j ( 1 + d )
where d is a constant.
Under what market conditions would "cost plus" 
pricing result in optimum pricing? This will be deter­
mined by equating to two pricing formulations and solving 
for d *, the optimum mark up. The manufacturing component 
of price will not be included, which is equivalent to not 
having a capacity constraint.
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^  - 1
«• =
1 (X
2 2 /O C
Therefore, "cost plus" pricing, if the mark-up is 
constant for all products, can never result in optimum
(Xprices except when ( ^  ) is constant for all products.
PNote also that an optimum price mark-up, d*, varies in­
versely with the variable manufacturing cost. This would 
mean that a Cadillac should have a lower mark-up than a 
Chevrolet if the demand functions were identical.
If the variable manufacturing cost, C, is in­
creased by A  C, how much should the optimum mark-up,
Ad * ,  be increased?
A d  = d*^ - d *2
where d*^ is the optimum price mark-up before the cost 
increase and d*^ is the optimum mark-up after the cost 
increase.
A J _ r 2, 1 r ^  A  iL  d - L - 2̂ , C - 2 -I " “ 2 p  (C+^ C) “ 2
A h _QL_ . U^ “ 2pC 2JJ {C+^O
4 /]^cAd(C+ Ac) = - 2 ( C+ A c ) + 2 fiOCc
4/^^A d(C^+cA C)= - 2 fippC
2 /?A d ( Ĉ + (Ac) = - (X A C
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■ 2/)c , Ac
However, if the mark-up before the price increase were 
optimum
V  ^ - f c - i
«  = d . . 12J^ C “1 '2
Therefore A, C
A d  = (d^* + -- ^—  )
C1 2' ' A
1+-C
This is a quite powerful tool since it allows the 
entrepreneur to adjust his price with cost changes toward 
an optimum price without knowing the demand function.
If an increase in variable costs is incurred, under 
what conditions should the percent increase in mark-up be 
greater than the percent increase in price? This question 
will be answered as follows:
A d  _Acd* C
A  d >  -4r̂  d*
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—  A
(d#)+ I  ( --------- ) >  4 ^  d*
(d. + 1  4 ^ ) >  4 ^ d. (1 . 4 ^)
(d» + -|) >  d* (1 + 4 ^ >
1 ^  A  c
2d* C
Hence, the percent increase in mark-up should be 
greater than the percent increase in costs when l/(2d*) 
is greater than the percent increase in price. This is 
quite interesting since if d* were approximately 0.2, 
any cost increase less than 22$% would result in a 
higher percent increase in mark-up than the percent in­
crease in cost -
The Manufacturing Component of Price 
The manufacturing component of price, {r^/2 )\ , 
is completely determined by the properties of the manufac­
turing process. The first step in studying the manufactur­
ing component of price will be to investigate the construc­
tion of A  .
1
A    i--------------------- i -
i l l - '  A .
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The numerator of A  can be rearranged into the following 
form:
'  " " Æ  "j E
j i
Note that the last sum:
is the quantity demanded at a price equal to the variable 
manufacturing cost. Hence:
2^  ""j A j  ■ ij
is one-half of the production hours required to satisfy 
the demand that would result if all products were priced 
at the variable manufacturing cost. Recalling that K is 
the available hours of production capacity, the numerator 
has dimension, hours, and is equal to the difference be­
tween available hours and one-half of the hours required 
to satisfy demand at price C^. If H is defined as the 
production capacity required to produce the demand that 
would result if the price were C ., A  may be expressed as
1 \ \ 2 r .2 / / "j A^ijj
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To determine the effect A . has on the optimum 
price of a product, the formula for optimum price under 
Model II will be examined;
If the demand component of price and the cost 
component of price are considered fixed and their sum 
represented by C, then:
r . -^H-K




Note that the sign of the manufacturing component
' J ana tnat since /(. J
always negative, the manufacturing component of price will:
of price is determined by ) d h . is
1 . increase p. if is greater than KJ
2 . decrease p if is less than KJ 2
Before an interpretation can be made of the above 
results, the effect of the manufacturing component of price 
must be considered. The term involving the Lagrange multi­
plier is the foundation of the sufficient condition for op­
timality which will adjust the independent variable so that 
the constraint will be exactly satisfied. If, in fact, the 
constraint is not tight, the term involving the Lagrange 
multiplier will adjust the value of the independent variable 
away from optimality until the constraint is exactly
6o
satisfied. The manufacturing component of price is such 
a term. The sign of the manufacturing component of price 
will reveal whether or not the manufacturing constraint 
is tight. If the price is decreased by the manufacturing 
component of price, the expression is requiring that all 
available manufacturing capacity be utilized, resulting in 
a lower total profit. The numerical example in Chapter VI 
illustrates this effect. The following conclusions may be 
drawn :
If the manufacturing component of price reduces
p. then is less than K, hence, optimum profit willJ
be reached without utilizing all available capacity.
If the manufacturing component of price increases
p. then is greater than K, hence, manufacturing
J ^
capacity is a constraint and must be fully used to realize 
optimum profits.
The above indicates that prices should not be re­
duced in order to utilize excess manufacturing capacity 
unless the available capacity is more than twice as great 
as that which would be required to satisfy demand if
It is also quite interesting that the above con­
clusions indicate the optimum size of a plant is such that 
^H=K. In other words, if an entrepreneur is considering 
building a new plant or increasing the capacity of an exist­
ing plant, the new plant should have enough capacity to
6i
produce one-half of the demand which would result if p . =C . .J J
This result is at first surprising since the fixed cost of 
the plant has no effect on the optimum size, however, this 
is reasonable since the criteria for optimization is profits, 
not rate of return on investment.
The value of A  has a physical meaning. The 
dimensional analysis which follows demonstrates this mean­
ing:
The denominator of A  is :
2
Since r^ has dimensions of [hours] per [quantity] 
and has dimensions of [quantity] per [dollars], the






Since the dimension of the numerator has been shown










In other words, X. is an indication of the change 
in revenue per hour of production capacity.
In the next chapter salient points which have been 




A numerical example will be used to demonstrate 
the use of the results of the models which have been op­
timized. There are two products and two sales regions 
with the following properties:
1. Variable cost for product A=$ $.00/1000 units
2 . Variable cost for product B=#l$.00/l000 units
3. Production rate of product A = 700 units/hour
4 . Production rate of product B = 200 units/hour
5. There are 200 hours of manufacturing capacity 
available.
6 . The demand schedules for the two products and 
two regions are as follows: p is expressed 
in dollars per 1000 units and q is expressed 






^A1 = 150-15 P^^ *̂ A2 = 50-5 ^A2
% 1 = 50-2 pgi ^B2 40-2 ^B2
Figure 2 .--Demand Functions
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The parameters used in the models have the follow­
ing values :
^ A 1 = 150 A i = - 15 r^=l/.7=1 •429 hrs/1000 units
^ A 2= 50 ^ 2 = - 5 rg=l/.2=5 hrs/1000 units
« A = 200 A  =-20 C^=a 5-00
^ B 1= 50 V^B1=- 2 Cg=$15.00
C^B2 = 40 /-^B2^" 2 K = 200
CXg = 90 ,#B =- 4
The optimum prices if manufacturing capacity were
a constraint would be
n - - 150  ̂1PaI 2 (-15) 2
5 + 2.50 = 7-50
-50 5
Pa2 2 (-5) 2
5 - 2.50 = 7.50
5 - .:5g___  ̂11
B 1 2(-2) 2
= 12.50 + 7.50  ̂ 20.00
~4o 15
^B2 " 2(-27 * 2
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= 10 + 7.50 = 17-50
The quantities demanded at these prices would be
= 150 + (-15) 7.50 
= 150 - 112.50 = 37.50
qA2 = 50 + (-5) 7.50
= 50 - 37.50 = 12.50
% 1  = 50 + (-2 ) 20
= 50 - 40 = 10
q^2 = 40 + (-2) 17.50
= 40 - 35 = 5
The production capacity required to satisfy this 
demand would be
j i
1 .429(37.50 + 12.50) + 5 (10+5 )
1.429 (50) + 5(15)
71.45 + 75 
146.45
The profit which would result from marketing at 
these prices would be
66
(7 -50-5) 37-50+(7 -50-5) 12.50+(20-15) 10+(17 - 50-15)5 
2 .50(50) + 5(10) + 2 .50(5 ) 
125 + 50 + 12.50 
187-50
The operation of the firm at this policy would 
result in a profit of $187-50 and 53-55 hours of unused 
manufacturing capacity.
It is interesting to see what would happen if the 
firm applied the results of Model I without first checking 










•|< 1.429(5 ) (-l5-5) + 5(l5) (-2-2 ) )
- 142.9 + 300)
221.4 ?
(
= / 1.429(150 + 50) + 5(50 + 4o)\
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= < (2.042) (-20) + 25(-4 )




-200 -  221.45 +  367.90 ^  53.55 
-70.4i 70.4i = .7605






- 2(-15) 2 2





= 1 2 . 5 0  + 7 . 5 0  -  1 . 9 0  
= 20 -  1 . 9 0  = $ 1 8 . 1 0
= 10 + 7 . 5 0  -  1 . 9 0  
= $ 1 5 . 6 0
In order to determine the quantity sold of each product in 
each region the following is applied:
^ij " *^ij  ̂y^ijPij
= 150 + (-15) (6.96)
= 150 -  104.40
= 4 5 . 6 0
9a2  = 50 + ( - 5 ) ( 6 . 9 6 )
50 - 34.80 
= 15.20
50 + ( - 2 )  ( 1 8 . 1 0 )  
50 -  3 6 . 2 0  
= 1 3 . 8 0
*B1
qgg = 40 + ( - 2 ) ( 1 5 . 6 0 )
4o -  3 1 . 2 0  
= 8 . 8 0
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Hence profit is
77̂  = (6.96-5.00)45-6o+(6 .96-5.00)15.20+(l8.10-15-00)13.80
+(15.60-15.00)8.80 
1.96(60.80) + 3.10(13.80) + .60(8.80)
119.17 + 42.78 + 5.28
167.23
Therefore, by imposing the artificial restriction 
that all the available manufacturing capacity must be used, 
the firm reduced its profits by $20.27, over 10%!
If only 125 hours of manufacturing capacity were 
available, the constraint would clearly be active. A  could 
be recalculated as:






7.50 + .21 = 7.71
= 7.50 + .21 = 7.71
P b i =  - ^ ^ 4 ^
= 20 + .75 = 20.75
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PB.  = 17.50 .
= 17.50 + .75 = 18.25
Quantities which would be demanded at those prices 
would be;
= 150 + ( - 1 5 ) ( 7 . 7 1 )
= 150 -  1 1 5 . 6 5
= 34.35
^A2 = 5 0 - 3 8 . 5 5  
= 11.45
q g i  = 50 + ( - 2 ) ( 20 . 75)
= 50 - 41.50
8 . 5 0
qgg = 40 + ( - 2 ) ( 1 8 . 2 5 )
= 4o -  3 6 . 5 0
3 . 5 0
Hence profit is
77  ̂ = ( 7 . 7 1 - 5 . 0 0 ) 3 4 . 3 5 + 7 . 7 1 - 5 . 0 0 ) 1 1 . 4 5 + ( 2 0 . 7 5 - 1 5 . 0 0 ) 8 . 5 0
+ ( 1 8 . 2 5 - 1 5 . 0 0 ) 3 . 5 0  
2 .71(45.80) + 5 .75(8 .50) + 3 .25(3 .50)
124.12 + 48.88 + 1 1 . 3 7
184.37
For Model II:
(X.i S  "'i A
~ 2J2 ^ 2 ~ 2
71
, 200 , 5 1 .429(.300)
Pa = - ^2 C-2ÔT^ + 2 + --2--
5 + 2.50 + 21
$7.71
PB = -  ̂f  ^
= 11.25 + 7.50 + .75
= $19.50
and are the same as Model I since the prices
are the same
9bi = 50 + (-2 ) (19.50)
= 50 - 39
= 11
q^2 = 40 + (-2 ) (19.50)
= 40 - 39
1
Therefore profit for Model II is
7T2 = 124.12 + (19.50-15.00) 12
= 124.12 + (4.50) 12
= 124.12 + 54
= 178.12
The profit given up as a result of not allowing price dis­
crimination is $184.37 - $178.12 = $6.25. In Chapter V it 
was stated that the maximum profit given up as a result of 
not applying price discrimination was:
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUING RESEARCH
Initial Policy
As stated earlier, the level of competence of most 
firms is not great enough to allow the initial application 
of any of the models derived in Chapters III and IV of this 
dissertation. Also, the data necessary to estimate the 
demand functions is not available in most firms. The re­
searcher must initially apply policy which is more easily 
understood by the using organization and which does not 
require as much input data.
The purpose of studying the components of the opti­
mum price was to make generally applicable policy state­
ments which would improve profits while cultivating the 
firm's level of competence and which would not require com­
plete definition of demand schedules as input data. While 
these policy statements will not obtain optimum profits, 
they will improve profits while mechanisms are established 
for collecting the necessary data to apply a more sophisti­
cated model in the future. The statements of fact provide 




1 . Optimum prices are constructed from three 
distinct components which are the demand 
component, cost component and manufacturing 
component of price.
2 . The demand component of price is the only 
component of an optimum price which adjusts 
prices among regional sales area to increase 
profits by price discrimination.
a) The size of the increase in profits as a 
result of price discrimination is primarily 
dependent upon the differences in total de­
mand among sales regions. Total demand is 
used here to mean the demand which would re­
sult if no price was charged for the goods.
b) If the slope of the demand function for 
the different regions is known the following 
test can be applied to determine if price 
discrimination would result in higher profits:
If the quantity [ ( q / ^  )-p] is constant 
for all regions, profits would not be improved 
through price discrimination. p, q and jj are 
respectively the price, demand and slope of 
the demand curve for a region.
c) A portion of the potential profit in­
creases as a result of price discrimination 
can be enjoyed without complete knowledge ô f 
the demand functions. If a median price, P, 
and the maximum difference in prices among 
regions, , can be established, the follow­
ing iterative process can be used to adjust 
prices toward optimum:
p', = P + A  (




+ Pk - Pi
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p'^ is the adjusted price and p^ is the
existing price in region i. The k, 1, and 
m subscripts refer to the regions which have 
the minimum, maximum and median existing 
prices respectively. The q, p, and R are 
the existing demand, price, and slope of the 
demand function respectively. should be
established very small and gradually increased 
with time.
3 . The cost component of price is equal to one- 
half of the variable manufacturing cost.
a) A cost plus fixed mark-up percentage 
pricing policy can never result in optimum 
prices unless the demand functions are pro­
portional for all products.
b) Mark-up percentages should be adjusted 
when variable costs change. In particular, 
if an optimum mark-up percentage is in effect 
and the variable costs of the product change, 
the new mark-up percentage which will result 
in optimum profits can be calculated as fol­
lows :
d *2 = + A  d
and
A £A d  = (d#i + -|) ("■
d *2 is the new optimum mark-up percentage and
d i s  the old optimum mark-up percentage.
A d  and A  C are the changes in mark-up per­
centage and variable manufacturing cost re­
spectively. C is the old variable manufactur­
ing cost. This would be an excellent method 
of establishing T, the median price used in 
the iterative process for adjusting prices to 
allow price discrimination.
k. The manufacturing component of price adjusts 
the demand and cost components according to 
the characteristics of the firms manufacturing 
process to reach an optimum price for that 
particular firm.
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a) If the available manufacturing capacity 
is more than would be required to satisfy 
half of the demand that would result if only 
variable costs were the established prices, 
the utilization of full capacity will result 
in a reduction of profits. This is true be­
cause prices must be reduced below optimum 
to move the additional product. If a firm 
finds itself in the above position, an addi­
tion to the product line should be considered
b ) If a firm is considering a plant expan­
sion or the construction of a new plant, the 
resulting capacity should be such that:
| h =k
H is the capacity required to produce 
the demand which would result if the price 
charged were the variable manufacturing cost. 
K is the new plant capacity.
The above facts coupled with the models developed 
in Chapters 111 and IV should provide a sufficient range 
of model sophistication to enable the researcher to fit a 
pricing policy to a particular firm. The most salient 
consideration in fitting the pricing policy to the firm is 
the cultivation of the firm's level of competence. The 
initial level of sophistication of the model from which 
pricing policy is determined must be effective and should 
not be high enough to be efficient.
Recommendations for Continuing Research 
The greatest need in the area of pricing policy 
determination is the measurement of the demand function.
It is clear that all models developed in this dissertation
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could be applied if the parameters are known. The diffi­
culty which arises when determination of demand functions 
is attempted is that macro and micro-economic market con­
ditions are changing as the data is being collected. It 
is not known if these changes in market conditions signif­
icantly affects the demand. Hence, when a new demand is 
measured after a price shift, the portion of the new de­
mand which is a result of the changing market conditions 
can not be differentiated from the change in demand as a 
result of the price shift.
The method used by Edward Mahoney, [l4], for 
estimating the demand functions tends to eliminate the 
effects of the dynamic market. Mr. Mahoney estimates 
total industry demand and the firm's market penetration 
independently. The firm's demand is then estimated as 
the product of the two estimates. It is Mr. Mahoney's 
contention that the primary effect of price changes is 
measured by market penetration. If this contention could 
be verified, the models derived herein could be applied 
with the slight change that the demand function would be 
a quadratic rather than a linear equation. The author 
would welcome an opportunity to apply the results of this 
dissertation under these conditions.
The probabilistic models, which were considered 
in Chapter IV, introduce an interesting field of study 
which is untouched in the author's opinion. Because
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optimum expected profit is a function of the z's, the 
planned production mix, and the p's, the prices, the 
models can be used to investigate the interfaces of the 
heretofore mutually exclusive areas of Marketing and 
Production. The inclusion of a shortage cost function 
for each regional area would allow the researcher to study 
the effects of production mix, inventories and sales poli­
cies on expected profits.
Investigation of the probabilistic models would 
also reveal the effects of errors in demand estimates on 
profits. This relationship is very important indeed since 
the sensitivity of profits to forecast errors will deter­
mine the effort which should be spent on improving demand 
forecasts.
A shortcoming of the models developed in this 
dissertation is the criteria through which - optimization 
is achieved. Profits are rates of growth and hence must 
be measured over some period of time. The period of time 
over which profits are maximized in this dissertation is 
the period of time between price revisions. This could 
result in unstable profits, i.e., 10% in the first period, 
-4% in the second period, 30% in the third period, etc. 
Such a result may be undesirable to the Directors of the 
firm. This problem could be alleviated by the addition 
of an additional constraint that the change in profits 
should not exceed some predetermined constant. This could
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be expressed mathmatically as follows :
L - Cp
J 1
where L is the predetermined limit on profit changes.
Another fruitful area for research would be the 
development of pricing policies with low level of sophis­
tication and which do not require estimation of the demand 
functions as input data. This was done for the determinis­
tic models in Chapter V of this dissertation. In the 
author's opinion, the information obtained thereby is the 
most valuable contribution in this dissertation. A similar 
study of the probabilistic models or other models which 
might be constructed may result in useful extensions to 
the art of price determination.
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